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Top Class Facilities
Nowhere in Asia has there been so much

investment in infrastructures, venues, and

entertainment in recent years.

Accommodation is also plentiful, there's

no shortage of choices of places to stay -

from six-star to budget hotels.

Visitors Friendly
Macau is one of the safest cities in the
world. One can walk anywhere in Macau
and any time. Macau offers visa-free
access to citizens from more than 70
countries.

Unique Culture
The settlement of Macau by Portuguese
navigators, in the mid-16th century laid
the basis for nearly 5 centuries of
uninterrupted contact between East and
West. Macau is the single most consistent
example of cultural interchange between
Europe and Asia.

Unforgettable Cuisine
Savour the best the world has to offer, from

spectacular international cuisine to

delectable local delicacies and the unique

Macanese  cuisine, a combination of the

Portuguese cooking tradition with local

Chinese dishes.

Easy Access
Macau International Airport is serviced by
nine airlines and is only a 45-minute ferry
ride from Hong Kong International Airport,
the world’s fifth busiest airport. There are
plenty of connections between Hong Kong
and Macau.

Compact
Being only 28,6 square kilometres,
everything is within 30 minutes travel time.
The compactness of Macau makes travel
time short and so travellers get more time
to enjoy their stay.

World Heritage City
In 2005 the Historic Centre of Macau was
officially listed as UNESCO World Cultural
Heritage. It is the oldest, and most
consolidated array of European
architectural legacy standing intact on
Chinese territory.

Shopper’s Paradise
Get the latest technological gadgets or
pick up the newest fashions at Macau’s
malls, department stores and boutiques.
Go hunting for antiques or get lost in the
famous “tendinhas” (open air markets).

Macau   8 big reasons to visit us...
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Macau, the newest Meetings
and Incentives destination in Asia!

Experience Macau with
our innovative company !!
DOC DMC Macau offers comprehensive services in Macau, Hong Kong and
the Guangdong Province.

Our services:

• Destination Management – incentive travel, special interest group travel,
conference tours, social program during conferences - you name it -
we have the tailored solution for you !

• Meetings and Events Planner – we have the concepts for extraordinary and
effective events and take care of the production and coordination of all suppliers.

• Conference Management – Our in-house PCO provides consultancy and
logistics management to foreign and local organizing committees of conferences
and exhibitions.

The strength of our company lies in the qualifications and the professionalism
of Its team:

We understand the European and Chinese Culture and the needs of our clients
in order to deliver the best possible performance..

Our solid academic qualifications and many years of “hands on“ experience in
the organization of events and incentive travel allow us to provide seamless
experiences.

Extraordinary Incentives
and Events

MACAU
Bruno Simões
Tel: +853 6252 0532
Email: bsimoes@doc-dmc-macau.com

EUROPEAN CONSULTING PARTNER
Susanna Tocca
Tel: +351 964 069 832
Email: stocca@doc-dmc-macau.com
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